
Eight Universe

Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) based E1.31 pixel controller.

An FPGA is a poor man’s custom digital chip. These chips are much better suited to controlling 

pixel’s, since they can easily manage many processes at the same time. The board is a simple two 

layer printed wiring board with two main integrated circuits, an FPGA and the Ethernet physical. 

There are two sets of outputs that are always active; the terminal blocks and the 14 pin header for 

RS-485 buffers. The terminal blocks only support three wire lights, while the 14-pin connector 

supports all pixel types. The board has two 14-pin connectors with 4 universes each.

The best part of having an FPGA for the output of the pixels strings is that there are actually 8 

output controllers that operate in parallel. So once the first byte of a message has arrived, the 

output machine is send the data to your pixels. So for the WS2801, that have a cycle time of 1.2 

uS, the data is sent out in 1.2uS * 8 * 512 which equals about 5mS, which is a cycle time of 200 

hertz. So you can update your pixels at a very fast rate.

Figure #1, FPGA Board



Table I, Bill of Materials

Qty Value      Device     Parts                                                                

1 Regulator MCP1804T-3302I/DB U1

1 Regulator MCP1804T-1502I/DB U3

1 Flash EPCS1SI8 U2

1 FPGA EP1CsT100C8N U4

1 Oscillator CB3LV-3I50M0000 U5

1 Physical DP83848CVVX/NOPB U6

1 Switch MJTP1243 SW1 (revision b)

7 Terminal 1935161 J1, J3, J5, J6, J8, J9, J11

3 Header 2x4 67997-208HLF J4, J7, J10

1 Header 2x5 67997-210HLF J2

2 Header 2x7 PPPC072LFBN-RC J12, J14

1 Jack RJ-45 RB1-125BAG1A J13

2 LED D1, D2

1 Diode PMEG3030EP-115 D3 (revision b)

26 0.1uF C0805C104K3RACTU

4 1.0uF CL21B105KOFNNNE C1,C2,C6,C7

2 10uF CL31A106MAHNNNE C3,C27

1 10 ohm RMCF0805FT10R0 R1,R8,R9,R13

9 33 ohm RMCF0805FT33R0 R17,R26,R27,R28,R29,R30,R31,R31,R41

4 49.9 ohm RMCF0805FT49R9 R12,R15,R16,R20

4 332 ohm RMCF0805FT332R R10,R11,R22,R24

1 1.0 Kohm RMCF0805FT1K0 R7

5 2.26 Kohm RMCF0805FT22K6 R14,R18,R19,R21,R23

1 4.87 Kohm RMCF0805FT4K87 R25

8 10 Kohm RMCF0805FT10K0 R2,R3,R4,R5,R6

The LED’s have the following functions:

LED1 - Clock from Ethernet module good (Blinking at 5 hertz).

LED2 - Lights when Ethernet traffic is available for module.

The Ethernet module interfaces to the FPGA with RMII physical interface. The FPGA is 

designed to function only at 100Mbit/sec. Both the green and yellow LED should illuminate 

when the module is connected to the computer. If the yellow light is not lite, it indicates that the 

link is 10Mbit/sec. The green light will flash during Ethernet traffic. Note, that this controller 

does not support the IGMP messages.

The input power to the board is +5.0Vdc through a terminal block. The power draw will be 

approximately 0.1 ampere for the board, plus power for the buffer cards. The +5.0Vdc is routed 

directly to the universe headers to power the daughter cards. Added in version B of the board, is 

a diode to protect the electronics if the power leads are switched.



The terminal board outputs are driven directly an buffer with 6mA of drive current, for each of 

the outputs there is a 33 ohm source termination resistor. Each output should be run as a twisted 

pair, or with a corresponding ground wire.

Figure #2, Universe Header

The output connector for each universe is shown in Figure #2. The pins are selected to allow the 

connector to be inserted backwards and still have the same power and ground connections. 

However, the universe outputs will not be correct. Two output pins are available for each of the 

universes.

For revision B of the board a pushbutton allows the user to lamp test the connected LED’s. When 

pushed the LED will all light to 1/4 brightness white.

PINS Description

1,14 5.0Vdc

4,5 Ground

10,11 Ground

2          Universe 1A (Data output)

3          Universe 1B (Clock output, if required)

6 Universe 2A

7          Universe 2B

8         Universe 3A

9        Universe 3B

12        Universe 4A

13        Universe 4B

The selection of the output type for each universe is selected with an eight pin header. This 

provides for 16 types of output pixels. The values are read at power up only, so you have to cycle 

power if you change output type. Currently, all connectors support all the pixels types. A jumper 

selects a zero for that particular bit position. If an invalid type is selected the group of universes 

is set to off. The initial formats supported are shown below:



0000 Renard (57.6K):  The output header is always 0x7E, 0x80 hex. These values are followed 

by up to 512 bytes. The special two byte character values for 0x7D, 0x7E, and 0x7F are 

supported.

0001 Renard (115.2K)

0010 Renard (230.4K)

0011 Renard (460.8K)

0100 DMX: The start byte in the E1.31 is ignored and a 0x00 is always used. The break is 92-

96uS, followed by a 12uS NAB. Once the bytes are transmitted, the output remains in idle till the 

next packet.

0101 WS2801: The output clock is 781.25KHz, with the data changing on the falling edge. The 

low data rate is to maintain the data rate simular to other types of output pixels, which are 

generally around 800KHz. Between each of the bytes there is a half clock delay.

0110 Output Off

0111 Output Off

1000 WS2811 - The output timing is based on a 12.5MHz clock. The zero output times are

 0.24/0.96 uS and the one output times are 0.56/0.64 uS. Once the message is sent the output will 

stay in a low state to load the values.

1001 WS2812B - The output timing is based on a 12.5MHz clock. The zero output times are  

0.40/0.80 uS and the one output times are 0.80/0.48 uS. Once the message is sent the output will 

stay in a low state to load the values.

1010 TM1804 (untested) - The output timing is based on a 12.5MHz clock. The zero output 

times are 0.48/0.96 uS and the one output times are 0.96/0.48 uS. Once the message is sent the 

output will stay in a low state to load the values.

1011 TM1803 & TM1809 (untested) - The output timing is based on a 12.5MHz clock. The 

zero output times are 0.32/0.64 uS and the one output times are 0.64/0.32 uS. Once the message 

is sent the output will stay in a low state to load the values.

1100 TM1829 (untested) - The output timing is based on a 12.5MHz clock. The zero output 

times are 0.32/0.88 uS and the one output times are 0.80/0.40 uS. Once the message is sent the 

output will stay in a high state to load the values.

1101 Turns universes off

1110 Turns universes off

1111 -This places Renard 115.2K baud on universes 1/2 and DMX on universes 3/4.

There is one connector to select the base universe address. The connector has four pins and the 

jumpers inserted selects a zero for the bit position. The base universe address for board is 8. This 

is shown below:



0000 - 8-15 0100 - 32-39 1000 - 64-71 1100 - 96-103

0001 - 8-15 0101 - 40-47 1001 - 72-79 1101 - 103-111

0010 - 16-23 0110 - 48-55 1010 - 80-87 1110 - 112-119

0011 - 24-31 0111 - 56-63 1011 - 88-95 1111 - 120-127



Quad Output Buffer Board

The quad buffer board is shown below. It supports the output of four universes in either Renard 

or DMX format. The output buffers are bandwidth limited to 2MHz to limit the noise in your 

system and to increase maximum cable length. This will help reduce any interference to your FM 

broadcast. These buffers were tested to cable lengths of 200 feet.

If you are using a three wire pixel format such as serial, DMX, WS2811, the output buffer board 

can support putting two universes on one cable. When the jumpers on in the four position all 

connectors are active, if the jumpers are in the two position connectors 1 and 3 are active with 

two universes each.

The pin out for the Renard on Ethernet cable is shown below:

1 - Ground

2 - Ground

3 - No connect

4 - Output negative (-)

5 - Output positive (+)

6 - No connect

7 - No connect

8 - No connect

The pin out for the DMX on Ethernet cable is shown below:

1 - Data out positive (+) or universe 1

2 - Data out negative (-) or universe 1

3 - Clock out positive (+) or universe 2

4 - No connect

5 - No connect

6 - Clock out negative (-) or universe 2

7 - Ground

8 - Ground



DMX Receiver Board

The DMX receiver board can be used with either 5V or 12V pixels. There is an internal regulator 

that will support either voltage type. The board can either be powered through the power 

connector or through the power from the pixel string. The receiver supports two channels of RS-

485, which can either be a four wire pixel string or two universes of output. 



Example Wiring

Wiring of RX to Single String



Wiring for Powering From Center of Strip



Multiple String Wiring and Power



Revisions

Rev - : Original (checksum 0x00E87796)

Rev A : Fixed issue receiving Ethernet with J1SysE131 plugin (checksum 0x00E903AF)

Rev B : Fixed issue with Renard output (checksum 0x00E80C67)

Rev C : Added support for test switch (checksum 0x00ED911A)


